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GENERATIONS OF TREES WITHOUT DUPLICATIONS
W. Mayeda and S. Seshu
1INTRODUCTION
In many practical applications, one would like to compute a 
network function in symbolic form to study the effect of parameter vari­
ations. Topological formulas for network functions [1,5,6] are very 
convenient for this purpose. These formulas require that one list all 
trees of a linear graph, and in the case of networks containing active 
elements or transformers, compute the sign of each tree. There are 
three methods currently available for this purpose. The simplest is to 
examine all combinations of v-1 edges of the graph G where v is the 
number of vertices. If the total number of edges is e, one must examine 
(v-l) se^si which is too large for computation. A second procedure 
given by Hakimi and Green [3] and one by Mayeda [6] require the enumer­
ation of the set of trees of subgraphs of G. The principal disadvantage 
of this procedure is that the trees are not generated by elementary 
transformations [2,4], and therefore the signs have to be computed 
separately. Also, the computations required are not very fast. The 
third procedure [8] generates trees by elementary tree transformations, 
and therefore allows one to compute the sign of each tree relative to 
the previous tree rather simply. However, a tree may be generated several 
times in this process. One must, therefore, retain the set of all trees 
in memory (in a computer) and check each new tree against the list for 
duplication. Apart from slowing down the process, this fact limits the
isizes of networks very seriously as the number of trees in practical net­
works may be of the order of a million.
2The purpose of this note is to describe a procedure for generat- 
ing all trees of a linear graph without duplication. The trees are gen­
erated in a systematic fashion by elementary tree transformations (re­
placement of one branch), and hence the sign computation is performed 
simply. Since the procedure guarantees that there is no duplication, 
networks in which the number of trees exceeds the fast memory available 
in a computer, can be handled. The procedure requires that one generate 
a starting tree, which is easy to do on a machine, and that one compute 
the fundamental cut-sets for a given tree, which is again easy to do [7],
DEFINITIONS
For the basic concepts and terms of linear graph theory, we
refer to [7], The special notations that we find convenient are given
below. The symbol © stands for "exclusive or" or "symmetric difference"
of two sets; [j stands for union and p| stands for intersection, A-B is the
set consisting of elements of A which are not in B. For convenience of
notation, the branches of the starting tree are labelled e , e , ... el'7 27 7 v-1
Definition 1: Se(t) is the fundamental cut-set defined by the
branch e of the tree t, with respect to the tree t.
Thus, S^Ct) contains e e t but no other branch of t. It is 
well known that all trees which are obtainable from a starting tree to
by replacing branch e, are obtainable by replacing e by the chords 
(links) in Se(tQ) and these trees are distinct. We denote this set of 
trees by T6. That is
Te = [t|t = tQ ® (e,el}, e. « S ^ ) ,  e± / t j ( 1)
3(The symbol t stands for the tree as well as the set of branches in t.)
The starting tree tQ will be named the reference tree for convenience.
By applying the procedure of Equation (1) to each branch of t ,o7
we may obtain the set of all trees which differ from t in one edge.
These are necessarily distinct. Our iterative procedure now consists of
replacing another branch of t in each of these sets. It is at this
point that duplications may arise. We avoid some of the duplications by
requiring that at each point the branch that is replaced be a branch of
t and that the chord that replaces branch e. e t belong not only to theJ
fundamental cut-set of e. with respect to t, but also to the fundamental«3
cut-set of e^  with respect to tQ, the reference tree. Formally:
Definition 2: For a reference tree t , the class of trees------------  o>
e. e. ... e. e.
m 11 12 1k-l 1k /. • . N .T , where (a. ,1. ,... ,0.^ ) is a subset of (1,2,...,e)
in natural order, is defined recursively as:
e. e . .. e 
. X1 X2 Xk = ft t = t ' « fe ,e '], e. € t ’ n t , e! / t ,
1 I 1 ik’ j l k 11 o' J o'
t ’ € T
e . e. . .. e.
1'i 12 Xk-1
» »j E se. (t’> n se . <t„)}
(2)
It is seen that Equation (2) coincides with Definition 1 if 
t* = t , We now give an example to illustrate the definition.
4Example 1: Consider a graph in Figure 1.
Figure 1. A Graph G
Let the reference tree tQ be tQ = {abc], Then Sa(tQ) = [adf], S (t ) = 
{bde] and Sc(tQ) = [cefj. By Equation (2) (or Equation (1)),
Ta = {t:t = {abc] © {ae^], e^ e Sa(tQ), ^ a} ={bcd,bcf]
It can be seen that Sb (bcd) = {abef] and Sb (bcf) = {bde] where S (® 6 c ) 
indicates a fundamental cut-set containing edge b with respect to tree 
£eie2 e3} where edge b e {e^e2e3}• Hence,
(t:t = {bed] © [be_! ], e. e Sb (bcd) n sb <t0>i e[ * {ab}}= {cde}
Notice that Sb (bcd) f| Sb (tQ) = [be]. Similarly,
{t: t = {bef] © [be^], e^ € Sb <bcf) f| Sb (tQ), e[ < {ab}J = [cdf,cef]
Thus, by Definition 2,
Tab = {cde, cdf, cef]
5S i n c e  Sc <cde) =  ^ a b c j ,  S p e c i f )  =  £ab cj  and Sc ( c e f )  =  j^abcj
Sc ( c de) f| Sc ( t Q) = Sc ( c d f )  f| Sc ( t Q) =  Sc ( c e f )  f| Sc ( t Q) =  [ c ] • Hence
abc
It should be noticed that e^ / £e^...e J in Equation (2)
ensures that classes T , T
e e e ...
1 . 1 2 and T
e, ... e 1 P have no common trees.
GENERATION OF ALL TREES
The tree generation procedure implied in the previous section
is the following. We generate a first tree tQ, call it the reference
tree. We replace each branch e. of t by a chord in the fundamental1 o
eicut-set of ei (with respect to t ), to generate the classes T ,
e.
i=l,2,...,v-l. We take each of these classes T and replace a branch 
e.j 1 < j < v-1, by a chord e € S (t) f) S (t ). Then, we recurse,
e. e e . e
e. o3
starting from T 1  ^to produce T  ^  ^ m where i< j < m < v-1, each time
requiring the chord to be in the fundamental cut-sets with respect to
the current (parent) tree and the reference tree t . We now need too
prove two facts. One, that we can generate every tree of G by this pro­
cess, and two, that no duplications arise. In this section we prove the 
first statement. The second is proved in the next section. It is con­
venient to use the following terminology.
Definition 3 ; Let t, t' be two trees of G and t the reference 
tree. Let € tQ. Then, the ordered pair (e^^) of edges possesses the
forward property with respect to t' and t , ------  --------
6if
(1) e / t', e1 j t'
and
(2) e € S (t ) flS (f).J e. o e.l l
The ordered pair (e^ e^ .) °f edges possesses the backward property with
respect to t and t if o
(1) ej c t, e3 t tQ, e± / t, ^  <r tQ
(2) e. e S (t) and e. € S (t )i e . j e. oJ i
If (e^e^) possesses the forward property with respect to t' 
and t^, then we can go forward to a new tree t" by our procedure, re­
placing e by e .. If (e.e.) possesses the backward property with re- J i J
spect to t and t , replacing e. by e. in t produces a tree t" from whichJ ^
t can be generated by our procedure. That is, we can go backwards through 
the procedure, to a tree tM which has one more branch in common with the 
reference tree t . To prove that the latter is true we need only observe 
that if we generate t ’ from t by replacing e^  ^ by e^, the fundamental 
cut-set involved is invariant. That is
S (f) = S (t) e . e.J i
which is obvious.
We turn now to the main result of the section. We will show 
that if t is the reference tree and t is any tree of G, we can find a
7tree t' such that t' and t have one more branch in common than t and t° o
and that t could be generated from t f by our procedure. By induction 
then we can generate any tree t of G from the reference tree by our pro­
cedure.
Theorem 1: Let tQ be the reference tree and t any tree of G,
t ^ V  For every edSe ei e t0 “ there exists an edge e^  € t - tQ 
such that (e e ) possesses the backward property with respect to t andJ
tQ . Hence there exists a tree t' such that (e^ ) possesses the forward 
property with respect to t ' and t .
Proof; Let (t) be the fundamental circuit defined by chord 
i
e with respect to tree t. Since S (t ) is a cut-set,
1 ei ° 3
s (t ) n c (t>e. o e.i l
contains an even number of edges [7] which is not 0 since e belongs to
both sets. Hence, there is another edge e^ in the intersection. Since
ej € ce ej e t. Since e^ e Se (tQ), e. { tQ. Since e. € C (t),
i i J ei
ei e s~ [71* Hence, (e.e.) possesses the backward property with
j 1 J
respect to t and t and the rest follows, o
Thus, every tree of G can be generated by this process.
However, if S^ (tQ) fl (t) contains more than two edges, it is possible 
i i
to generate t several times. This question of duplication is examined in 
more detail in the next section.
8GENERATION OF DISTINCT TREES
Our basic procedure consists of starting with a reference 
tree t and replacing every possible subset of branches of t by chords 
of tQ. The procedure is organized in such a way that only one branch is 
replaced at a time. Theorem 1 shows that every tree can be so generated, 
However, unless we take some precaution, duplications cannot be avoided 
as shown by the following example.
Example 2: Consider the graph in Figure 1. Let tQ = [befj.
Then,
T = j-aef,cefj
and
bfT = j'ade, ace,cdej
Since Se(tQ) = j-a,c,d,ej, Se(a,d,e) = [C,e,f^ [adej 9 [ee^ for all e± 
which are in S^ade) n S ^ t ^  but not in [befj will be [acd], Also,
|-acej © {eei} for a11 ei which are in Se(ace) p| S^Ct^ but not in
[befj gives [acdj. Thus, we can see that there will be duplication in 
bf eT obtained by Equation (2).
T_ 1_
Suppose we use the sequence [bef-j, that is, we form T , T ,
befand T to obtain tree [acd*j. Then
beT = j-adf,cdfj
Now [adf*j ® [fe^ for a11 e± which are in Sf(adf) n Sf(tQ) but not in 
[befj gives no tree because there is no edge ei in this case. {cdf}
9© {fejJ for a11 which are in Sf(cdf) f) Sf(tQ) but not in {bef} Sives
bef bej"acdj. Thus, there is no duplication in T obtained from T by 
Equation (2).
In this section, we describe a technique for tree generation 
which avoids duplication. The technique is based on the following 
elementary observation.
Lemma 1; Let e^ be an end edge (connected to a vertex of
degree 1) of tQ, and let t be any tree such that e^ / t. Then there
exists exactly one edge e. e t such that (e.e.) possesses the backward
3 i J
property with respect to t and tQ.
Proof : As is clear from the proof of Theorem 1, we need only
show that
Se (tc) n ce (t)
i i
contains only two edges e^, e ^ . Since e_^ is an end edge of tQ, the
fundamental cut-set of e^ with respect to tQ consists of the edges
incident at a vertex v. (the vertex of degree 1 in t to which e. isk o i
connected). Clearly, only one of them can be in C (t) since everye . i
vertex of C (t) is of degree 2 and e. is one of two edges at v .eA i k
Thus, if the end edge is replaced to transform t into t,o 7
it can only be done in one way and no duplications will arise.
We may also note that any duplications have to arise within a
e . e. . .. e., i1 i2 l
class T r „ That is, if ( i ^ . . . ^ )  ^ (j^.-.j ),
e. e. ...e. 
m 1 2 r ^ mt n t
e . e . . ». e 
J1 J2
10
This result follows immediately since if t and t' are trees from the two 
classes,
*0 ■ t = C W " ,ei }1 2  r
1 “ f ® . • © , • • • • m 0 , 1
1 V  V  V
which are different by hypothesis.
Thus, it is sufficient to find a procedure which avoids 
duplication within a class. This procedure follows:
Definition 4 : The ordered set re. , e. ,...,e, ■> of edges
1 X1 X2 XW
constitute an M-sequence if every subset
{ei >e-s i***iei }) r~l>2,...jk
1 2 r
is a connected subgraph.
It is well known that the edges in a tree can always be ordered 
as an M-sequence. In fact, if the starting tree t is generated by a 
computer, it is naturally generated as an M-sequence. To avoid multiple 
subscripts, we will assume that the branch labelling is such that
tQ = {ei>e2> * * *>ev-l} XS the M“se^uence ordering of t . The main result 
of the section can now be given:
Theorem 2 : If tQ = £e^,e^,...}ey is the reference tree in
. e. e. ..,e.
 ^ X1 x2 xnM-sequence form, the trees in the set T p where i < i < ... < i1 2 * p*
e. e. ..,e.
X1 X2 Xp-1generated from T by the procedure of Definition 2, are all
distinct.
11
Proof : Since the result is obvious for the first step where
e .
we go from tQ to T , we may assume for induction that the trees in
6  , 6  , o • ® 6  ,
X1 12 Xp-1T are all distinct,, Hence, if two trees in this class
e . e . ...e,
X1 12 Xdgenerate the same t in T P by replacement of e^, different
edges ei and e. must replace e. in the two cases. Thus, to prove the 
J XP
required result, it is sufficient to show that for any tree t in trhe class 
P
e. e. ...e.
X1 12 ^T there is only one edge e^. such that the ordered pair
(e. e.) has the backward property with respect to t and t . For then, t 
XP 3 e. eJ .„.e.
11 12 1 -1has only one predecessor in T P . We prove this result by
transforming the graph into one in which t and tQ becomes trees t* and
t ’ and e. becomes an end edge. Then, the theorem follows from Lemma 1. o 1 3P
The edges that follow e. in the natural ordering (e,e„...e ,)i 1 2 v-1P
are common to t and tQ (they have not been replaced yet). Let us short 
these edges of G'(identify vertices), t and tQ remain trees of the new 
graph G ’, say t' and t^. The fundamental cut-set of e^ with respect to 
either tree remains unaffected. That is,
S (f) = S (t) e . e.l lP P
S (t >) = S (t ) e. o e. ol iP P
12
6  , 0 .  • O • 0  .1, 1^ 1
Similarly the trees in T 1 2 P 1 become trees in G' and S (t")e.l
for any t" in this set is unaffected. Hence, as many new trees will be
produced in G' as in G, by replacing e. . However, since
XP
t — e,,e_,...,e . o l7 27 * v-1
is an M-sequence, e^,e , is connected and so is e^,e2, .-. .,e^ .
Xp-1 P
Neither contains a circuit. Hence e. is an end edge in t '. Hence byi oP
Lemma 1, there is only one edge e. € t* such that (e^ ,e.) possesses the
backward property with respect to t ’ and t^ and hence there is only one 
place from which t' can be generated. Hence, by the preceding observations, 
the same is true of t. The theorem is thus established.
We illustrate the complete procedure with an example.
Example 3 ; The following steps will generate all possible 
trees in the graph in Figure 2 without duplication.
Figure 2. A Graph G
13
Step 1: Take a tree t to be the reference tree. Let------ o
io = {abg]
Choose one M-sequence of edges in t . Let (abg) be theo
chosen M-sequence.
Step 2: The fundamental cut-sets with respect to t are------  o
sa(to) = {acdef}> v v  = [bdef} > and y v  = {cefs}*
Step 3 : Form Ta as
Ta = j-t:t=to®j‘ae.j,ei e Sa(tQ), e± / tQ] =jbcg,bdg,beg,bfg]
Step 4 : Form Tab as
T215 = {t:t=t'®{bei3,ei£ V*' W V  « Ta}
= £cdg,ceg,cfgj
where Sb (bcg) ^ Sb(tQ) = jbdefjn [bdefj = jbdefj 
Sb(bdg) p sb t^Q  ^ = {abcj f) [bdefj = jbj
sb (beg) n V V  = (b3
and
sb(bfg) n V V  = {b}-
abeStep 5 : Form T as
Tabg = {t:t=t»®j-gei],ei€ sg (t ,)nSg (to),ejL^  t ^ t ’, t* € T&b] = {cde,cdfj
where Sg (cdg) f| S (tQ) = [abefgj n j-cefgj = jefgj 
Sg (ceg) fj Sg (tQ) = j-adgj n {cefgj = j-gj
and
Sg (cfg) n Sg (to) = j-gj.
aerStep 6 : Form T as
Tag = |-bcd,bde,bdgj
where Sg (bcg) n Sg (tQ) = jadgj n {cefgj = jgj
Sg (bdg) (1 Sg (tQ) = jcefgj fj {cefgj = jcefgj
Sg (beg) n Sg (tQ) = jadgj n {cefgj = jgj
and
S (bfg) n S (tQ) = £g}
Step 7: Form T as
T = jt:t=to®jbeij,ei€ to} = {adg, aeg, afgj
Step 8: Form as
r.bgT = £acd, ade, adf, ace, acfj
where Sg (adg) fl Sg (tQ) = j-cefgj n jcefgj = jcefgj 
Sgiaeg) n Sg (tQ) = {bcdgj R {cefgj = fcgj
and
Sg(afg) n sg (to) = {bcdg} n {cefg} = [c%}-
J 15
Step 9: Form Tg by Equation (1) as
Tg = £abc, abe, abfj
3» 3)d 3b£T 32TAll possible trees in G are those in the classes T , T } T , T , 
Tb, Tbg, and TS in Steps 3 to 9, and T = j’t ^  in Step 1,
/
16
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